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H. BERNIER/Study ot the aultiple exchange frequencies 

Study of the multiple exchange frequencies in bcc 'He by thermodynamic measurements 

H. Bernier, E. Suaurieau, H. Roger 
DPhG/PSRH, CEA Orae des Merisiers, 91191 Cif-sur-Yvette cedex, France 
To study the «ultiple exchange haailtonian of solid 'Be we aeasured the contribution o t tee 
spin exchange to the pressure of bcc solid in various magnetic fields (0 < H < 7.5T). Due to 
the nature of 
of the spin 

the atoaic exchange of a feraion systea this contribution is a strong function 
polarization. The characteristic frequencies of the exchange haailtonian are 

obtained by fitting the pressure aeasureaents with the results of a statistical calculation 
using a high teaperature series expansion of the the haailtonian in a teaperature range where 
both the aagnetic effect is significant and the expansion converges (7«R < T < 30aK). We 
discuss the results obtained for two aolar voluaes. 

1. I N T K O D U C T I O M 
Solid 'He has long been considered a perfect 

systea to test quantua mechanical effects. The 
exchange of atoas located on neighbouring sites 
plays an iaportant role for the low teaperature 
properties. A Heisenberg haailtonian was auch 
used to explain theraodynaaic and relaxation pro
perties of the solid at teaperatures higher than 
the antiferroaagnetic transition but this aodel 
fails whenever the exchange dominates the proper
ties of the solid i.e. at temperatures near and 
below the transition or at high aagnetic field 
when the spin polarization becoaes significant. A 
better description of the exchange taking into 
account not only the exchange of two neighbouring 
atoas but also the cyclic exchange of three, four 
and eventually aore atoas was introduced to ac
count for these properties [lj.ln this paper we 
report one of the aost direct determinations of 
the characteristic frequencies of multiple spin 
exchanges by aeasureaents of the pressure of 'He 
solid saaples in high aagnetic fields. 

1. EXPERIHEHT 
The best way to test the aultiple exchange ha

ailtonian and to aeasure the coupling parameters 
is to fit the measured theraodynaaic properties 
to the theoretical values obtained by using a 
high temperature series expansion of the haailto
nian in a temperature range where the expansion 
converges rapidly and the contribution of the ex
change can be measured experimentally. Both con
ditions are fulfilled when aeaauring the effect 
of a high aagnetic field on the pressure of a so
lid sample at temperatures larger than the orde
ring temperature T ( of the solid (ST„ X T & 30T (). In this temperature range the contributions of 
the vacancies and phonons to the pressure are 
negligible and the only significant contribution 
is due to the exchange. 

2.1 Experimental methods 
The 'Be saaple is prepared by a blocked capil

lary method and carefully annealed close to the 
•elting curve before cooling to the teaperature 
range of the aeasureaents. The cell aade of 
stycast 1266 is placed inside the aeltlng chaabet 
of a dilution refrigerator and the thermal con
tact is made by sintered copper both inside and 
outside the cell. The pressure is measured by a 
beryllium copper strain gauge located inside the 
cell. The temperature is obtained by two diffe

rent techniques : (1) the measurement of the di
electric constant of a Sio glass thermometer in 
contact with the sample by sintered copper rods 
and placed in a sealed enclosure on top of the 
cell, (2) NHR of copper wires in thermal contact 
with the saaple by tbe same sintered copper rod 
as the SiO s theraoaeter and iaaersed in the 
mixing chamber liquid. Both these secondary ther
mos* t e n are calibrated by measuring the tempera
ture of a melting curve 'He sample and using the 
data of reference [2], 

A aore complete description of the apparatus 
will be given elsewhere. 

2.2 Analysis 
A general «ultiple exchange haailtonian can be 

written : 
x,, - X <-i>'j pp" (i) 

where the sua is extended over all permutations 
P"acting on spin variables, p is the permutation 
parity and J are the characteristic exchange 
frequencies. In bcc 'He tbe dominant processes 
are pair exchange between first (J ( >) and second 
(J ) nearest neighbours, triple exchange J ( and 
planar four spin exchange K . The hamiltonian (1) 
can then be written as : 

X,. 

(1) (2) 

• -l 2 p„ 

y. (t * p-* ) * 
** r u n Mini 

const. 
i<j<k<l 

with effective pair exchange frequencies 3 and 

j • j_ 6J. 3 - 4J. 
IHH t 

The sums (1) 
and (2) are performed over first and second nea
rest neighbours respectively. The partition func
tion Z is then given by : 

Z - tr {expf-0 HJexpl-P X J ) 
since the Zeeman haailtonian X, commutes with 
Jf . The quantity exp(-p X ,> ** l n e n expanded in 

V-



powers of î up to the fourth order and the 
contribution of the exchange to the pressure is 
given by : 

a in z 
P « k T * a v 

Using the coefficients of the high teaperature 
expansion given in reference [3] we obtain P in 
any aagnetic field. Be then deteraine the best 
set of parameters J , J and K which fits the 
theoretical value of p to the experimental data 
by minisization methods on a cosputer. 

3. RESULTS AMD DISCUSSION 
Ve aeasured the pressure of two saaples of mo

lar voluaes V « 24.085 ca 1 and 23.61 cm 3 as a 
function of four applied aagnetic fields : 0, 4, 
t, and 7.5 Teslas. The experimental data for 
v « 24.085ca' are plotted in figure 1 together 
with the theoretical fits obtained using the pa-
raaeters given in table I with J B=Q. The best 

fits are obtained after varying J , J and K . 
i a • The «miniiatioa was done by varying K conti-

p 
nuously and looking for the J and J paraaeters 
giving the smallest RMS deviation. It is worth 
aentioning that: (1) the RHS deviation goes 
through a mooth ainiaua as a function of K in 

p 
the range -0.45 < K < -0.3aK at V » 24.085ca' 
*nd -0.33 < K p < -0.13aK at V « 23.610cm», (2) J7 

is roughly constant for the whole range of K , 
(3) the value of the Curie Veiss temperature 9 is 
also nearly constant for the saae range of R . We 

are thus left with a well defined value of J 

(and also 8) and a couple of paraaeters (J ,K ) 
which can be chosen by the ainiaua of the RHS de
viation. A aore sensitive way of choosing the 
couple (J^.K )is to calculate a physical parame
ter sensitive to a saall change of (J (,K ) such 
as the zero teaperature critical field between 
the two ordered phases and coapare it to the 
experimental value. 

Our values of e ( are in good agreeaent with 
the measurements of references [4-6] and larger 
than the value* of references [7-8]. The figures 
of 0 are also in good agreeaent with references 
[9-10]. Our values of J p > , J ( and X are siailar 
to the recent theoretical exchange frequencies 
obtained by Path Integral Monte Carlo calcu
lations [11] but are somewhat larger than the one 
deduced in reference [12] froa a fit of the 
aeasured aagnetic properties *n4 phase diagraa of 
solid 'He aade in the fraaework of the nean field 
theory. The values of all the aessured physical 
quantities calculated using the set of paraaeters 
given in table I are consistent with the 
experimental results, a point which will be 
discussed aore completely in a forthcoming paper. 
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Table I 

150 1/T 

V 0 i >, -K 
p 

-J - J , 8 | e 
cm' aK aK aX •X •X aX' aK 

24.085 

23.610 

0.645 

0.482 

0.832 

0.611 

0.360 

0.264 

O.603 

0.433 

0.208 

0.153 4.74 

-1.40 

-0.99 

To conclude, let us point out that this 
is the first report giving a detailed comparison 
between the experiment and the predictions of the 
multiple exchange model at high field in a teape
rature range where both can be reliably compared. 
The agreeaent is good and the paraaeters obtained 
are restricted to a narrow range and fit all the 
present experimental data. 
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